INTRODUCTION: Planetary auroral radio emissions are powerful nonthermal cyclotron radiation produced by magnetized planets. Their remote observation provides information on planetary auroral processes and magnetospheric dynamics. Understanding how they are generated requires in situ measurements from within their source region. During its early 2008 high-inclination orbits, the Cassini spacecraft unexpectedly sampled two local sources of Saturn's kilometric radiation (SKR) at 10-kHz frequencies, corresponding to the low-frequency (LF) portion of its 1-to 1000-kHz typical spectrum (hence only observable from space). These provided insights into the underlying physical excitation mechanism. The combined analysis of radio, plasma, and magnetic field in situ measurements demonstrated that the cyclotron maser instability (CMI), which generates auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) at Earth, is a universal generation mechanism able to operate in widely different planetary plasma environments. The CMI requires accelerated (out-of-equilibrium) electrons and low-density magnetized plasma, such as auroral regions where the ratio of the electron plasma frequency f pe to the electron cyclotron frequency f ce is much lower than unity.
RATIONALE:
Intensifications of the SKR spectrum in general, and of its LF part in particular, have been widely used as a diagnostic of Saturn's large-scale magnetospheric dynamics, such as the SKR rotational modulation or major auroral storms driven by the solar wind. However, the limited set of events encountered in 2008 did not provide a comprehensive picture of the source of SKR LF emissions and of the conditions in which the CMI can trigger them.
During the 20 ring-grazing high-inclination orbits and the preceding 7 orbits, which together spanned late 2016 to early 2017, the Cassini spacecraft repeatedly sampled the top of the SKR emission region, at distances of a few planetary radii (R S ), corresponding to the lowestfrequency part of the SKR spectrum. SKR emission frequency is close to f ce , itself proportional to the magnetic field amplitude, and so decreases with increasing distance from the planet. We conducted a survey of these orbits to extract the average properties of the radio sources encountered and assess the ambient magnetospheric plasma parameters that control them.
RESULTS: Throughout this set of trajectories, we were able to identify only three SKR sources. They covered the 10-to 20-kHz range (3.5 to 4.5 R S distances from the planet's center) and were solely found on the northern dawn-side sector. The source regions hosted narrow-banded emission, propagating in the extraordinary wave mode, and radiated quasi-perpendicularly to the magnetic field lines. Their emission frequency, measured in situ, was fully consistent with the CMI mechanism driven by 6-to 12-keV electron beams with shell-type velocity distribution functions, as for AKR at Earth.
The SKR sources were embedded within larger regions of upward currents, themselves coincident with the ultraviolet (UV) auroral oval, which was observed simultaneously with the Hubble Space Telescope. However, unlike the terrestrial case, the spacecraft exited the radio source region before exiting the main oval, itself strictly coincident with the upward current layer, when the ratio f pe /f ce exceeded the typical CMI threshold of 0.1. This occurred at times of sudden local increases of the magnetospheric electron density.
CONCLUSION:
The generation conditions of SKR LF emission appear to be strongly timevariable. The SKR spectrum additionally displays a significant local time dependence, with the lowest frequencies (the highest altitudes) reached for dawn-side radio sources. The characteristics of CMI-unstable electrons at 3.5 to 4.5 R S imply that downward electron acceleration took place at farther distances along the auroral magnetic field lines and brings new constraints to particle acceleration models. Finally, the LF SKR component is mainly controlled by local plasma conditions, namely time-variable magnetospheric electron densities, which can quench the CMI mechanism even if accelerated electrons are present. This explains why the magnetic field lines hosting SKR LF sources can map to a restricted portion of the UV auroral oval and associated upward current region. 
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S
aturn is a powerful planetary radio emitter, dominated in intensity by Saturn's kilometric radiation (SKR). This nonthermal auroral emission, equivalent to auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) at Earth, is produced at frequencies f close to the local electron cyclotron frequency f ce , itself proportional to the magnetic field amplitude and thus decreasing with increasing distances from the planet. The SKR spectrum ranges from a few kHz to 1 MHz (thus only observable from space), which corresponds to radio sources distributed along auroral field lines from slightly above the ionosphere up to several planetary radii R S (1 R S = 60,268 km is Saturn's radius). Remote observations of SKR have long been used as a proxy of kronian auroral processes and magnetospheric dynamics (1) .
During its early 2008 high-inclination passes, the Cassini spacecraft unexpectedly encountered two SKR low-frequency (LF) source regions. The combined analysis of radio, plasma, and magnetic field in situ measurements showed that the cyclotron maser instability (CMI), which generates AKR at Earth, also produces SKR at Saturn, suggesting a universal process able to operate in widely different planetary magnetospheres. The CMI is a wave-electron resonant interaction that requires (i) accelerated (out-of-equilibrium) weakly relativistic electrons, whose velocity distribution function displays a positive gradient along the velocity direction perpendicular to the magnetic field, and (ii) an electron plasma frequency f pe much lower than f ce (2) . When these two conditions are fulfilled, radio emission is amplified, mainly on the right-hand extraordinary (R-X) wave propagation mode, at the frequency
where k is the wave vector, v the electron velocity, the ∥ subscript refers to the direction parallel to the magnetic field and
is the Lorentz factor (3). Waves are thus amplified at the local relativistic electron cyclotron frequency, Doppler-shifted by the parallel propagation. To first order, this expression approximates to f CMI~fce .
A first SKR source was identified on day 2008-291 (17 October) at 10 kHz (corresponding to 5 R S distance from Saturn's center), at the unexpected Local Time (LT) of 01:00 and along magnetic field lines with −80°invariant latitude. Source traversal occurred during a global SKR intensification extending to low frequencies with wave electric fields of a few mV m −1
. It coincided with strong upward-directed field-aligned currents, indicating down-going electron beams, triggered by a major solar wind-driven compression of the magnetosphere (4-6). The R-X mode source was identified from measurements of its low-frequency cutoff f SKR at about 2% below f ce . Radio waves displayed strong linear polarization at the source from which they were radiated quasi-perpendicularly to the local magnetic field. In this case, f SKR can be expressed as
and direct measurements of f SKR yielded CMI-resonant electrons of 6 to 9 keV, in agreement with the hot (accelerated) electrons simultaneously measured in situ. Their shell-like three-dimensional (3D) distribution function (referred to as horseshoe in 2D) was also fully consistent with CMI-driven perpendicular emission. Sampling down-going electrons with shell-like distribution implies that they had been accelerated toward the planet in regions located farther than the radio source along the flux tube (4, (7) (8) (9) . A second direct confirmation of the CMI mechanism was brought by the agreement between the wave properties observed within the source region and the simulated CMI wave growth rate and emission angle driven by the electron distribution function, measured simultaneously (9) . As at Earth, the auroral plasma surrounding the emission region was hot, with a marginal cold component, and tenuous with f pe /f ce~0 .1 (10) . Conversely, terrestrial-like plasma cavities were not observed within the radio source at the 2-s resolution of Cassini's electron measurements. This difference, together with the presence of SKR sources at larger distances from the planet than AKR sources at Earth, was attributed to the faster rotation of Saturn's magnetosphere. This means that CMI condition (ii) is generally fulfilled at high latitudes without needing small-scale cavities.
A second SKR source was likely traversed on day 2008-073 (13 March) at 5 kHz (i.e., 6 R S distance) (11) . The LF emission tangentially approached the f ce curve on the corresponding dynamic spectrum (time-frequency map of wave flux density) at a more usual location, near 07:30 LT, close to the SKR peak intensity region (12) , and along magnetic field lines with −77°invar-iant latitude. The f pe /f ce ratio was as low as 0.05, again fulfilling CMI condition (ii). The lowfrequency cutoff f SKR was not accurately measured, but 7-keV electrons with a shell-like distribution function yielded CMI wave growth rates compatible with the observed SKR R-X mode flux densities (13) .
This limited set of events did not provide a comprehensive view of SKR LF sources and of the conditions under which the CMI can trigger them. Intensifications of SKR spectrum in general, and of its LF component in particular, have nevertheless long been used as a sensitive diagnostic of large-scale magnetospheric dynamics, including the SKR dual rotational modulation or auroral storms induced (or not) by the solar wind (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . The final high-inclination phase of the Cassini mission carried the spacecraft to high latitudes at low altitudes, providing the opportunity to statistically investigate SKR sources in situ. Those orbits began with the ring-grazing orbital sequence, during which the spacecraft repeatedly sampled the top of both northern and southern SKR emission regions, at distances corresponding to the SKR lowest frequencies. We present a survey of these orbits, extract the average properties of the radio sources encountered, and discuss the magnetospheric parameters that control them.
Survey of ring-grazing orbits
Cassini's 20 ring-grazing orbits (numbered 251 to 270), whose periapsis was outside the F-ring, were executed between days 2016-335 (30 November) and 2017-112 (22 April). They passed through auroral field lines expected to host SKR sources up to 30 kHz (40 kHz) in the dawn-side northern (dusk-side southern) hemisphere ( fig. S1 ). They were preceded by seven orbits (numbered 244 to 250) starting on day 2016-270 (26 September) that brought the spacecraft to high latitudes and at distances close enough to the planet to probe SKR sources at a few kHz. We conducted a survey of kilometric sources encountered during these 27 orbits using combined observations of the Radio and Plasma Wave Science (RPWS) experiment (26) and the magnetometer (MAG) (27) .
After the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) (28) ceased operating in 2012, it was no longer possible to measure in situ low-energy electron distribution functions. This prevented the identification of SKR sources from the direct analysis of simultaneous radio and electron measurements based on growth rate calculation. Instead, on the basis of the reference event of day 2008-291, SKR sources were identified solely from RPWS-HFR (high-frequency receiver) and MAG data whenever (j) the emission LF cutoff f SKR passed strictly below f ce and (jj) persisted for at least two consecutive RPWS-HFR measurements, obtained at a 16-s temporal resolution. Criterion (j) rests upon the assumption of perpendicular emission (examined below). Criterion (jj) conservatively avoids false detections induced by spiky signals (see examples in fig. S2 ). The method used to determine f SKR is reminded in (2). Our survey revealed only three events that unambiguously fulfilled both criteria. They all occurred in the northern hemisphere on days 2016-339 (4 December), 2016-346 (11 December), and 2017-066 (7 March), hereafter referred to as events S 1 , S 2, and S 3 . No source was found in the southern hemisphere. We rejected several candidate northern SKR sources that fulfilled criterion (j) but not (jj). These may be either nearby sources (close to but not crossed by Cassini), crossings of small-sized sources lasting less than 16 s (~200 to 300 km for typical spacecraft velocity), and/ or emission produced at f CMI > f ce . The latter case is possible for oblique emission, where the k ∥ v ∥ term in the expression of f CMI becomes non-negligible (8, 9) .
Events S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 were sampled during intervals of relatively quiet solar wind activity (29) . S 1 and S 2 additionally occurred close to the predicted timing of periodic northern SKR bursts, whereas event S 3 was instead in anti-phase with it (1, 22) . The first two events were thus consistent with standard auroral activity, whereas S 3 indicated a more unusual case, possibly driven by internal dynamics. The detailed wave properties and characteristics of the three identified sources are listed in Table 1 . Hereafter, we focus on events S 3 and S 1 as illustrative examples. A polar projection of the magnetic footprint of these sources is provided in fig. S3 , which shows that they are additionally colocated with the average northern ultraviolet (UV) aurorae, as observed by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) throughout 2017 (29) . Event S 3 displayed the most intense radio emission and benefited from coordinated HST observations, whereas event S 1 was sampled by RPWS-WBR (wideband receiver) waveform measurements.
Example SKR source crossings
Radio, plasma, and magnetic field measurements during events S 3 (Fig. 3A) display recurrent drifting substructures with scarce positive and prominent negative rates of~1 kHz/min, consistent with previous SKR waveform observations (30) . An enlargement of the 08:00-09:10 UT interval (Fig. 3B ) reveals the time-frequency structure of the radio source. Whereas Fig. 1A suggested a single emission pattern with a bandwidth of a few kHz lasting for nearly 2 hours, Fig. 3B shows that it splits into several subcomponents of variable durations (down to a few min) and bandwidths. Those with frequencies slightly, but clearly, above f ce likely correspond to sources on nearby flux tubes, while only the component strictly tangent to and below the f ce curve unambiguously indicates a local source. The overplotted f SKR profile (as determined in Fig. 2C ) provides, despite its lower temporal resolution, a one-to-one correspondence between the brief episodes of f SKR < f ce and the observed SKR bursts (including the central event between 08:45 and 08:50 UT and Lamy et al., Science 362, eaat2027 (2018) 5 October 2018
2 of 8 the shorter bursts beside it). This agreement validates the method employed to determine f SKR . For this specific event, we therefore considered nonconsecutive RPWS-HFR episodes with f SKR < f ce as isolated subsources as well. The overall source region of event S 1 thus decomposes into nine SKR subsources. Their horizontal size along the spacecraft trajectory, and across the encountered flux tubes, ranged from 240 to 3400 km. Their~100-to 400-Hz bandwidth Df characterizes very narrow-banded emissions with Df/f ce 0.008 to 0.03, and thus corresponds to radiating structures that extended vertically 700 to 2800 km along the magnetic flux tubes.
Perpendicular emission and energy of source electrons Figures 1 and 2C and fig. S2C (right) show the kinetic energy of CMI-unstable electrons derived from the measurements of f SKR < f ce , assuming perpendicular emission at the source and thus
, as for the southern event of 2008-291. To check this assumption, we analyzed the wave parameters derived from the goniopolarimetric (direction-finding) analysis of RPWS-HFR three-antenna measurements (2) . These consist of the wave Stokes parameters S, Q, U, and V (31) and the k-vector direction. From the latter, we also retrieved the 3D locus of the radio source, from the intersection of the k line-of-sight with a model iso-f = f ce surface (assuming straight-line propagation, which is reasonable at high latitude), and its beaming angle q ¼ ðk; BÞ, where B is the magnetic field vector at the source (4, 8, 12, 32) . Figure 4 displays the variation of the beaming angle q(f) of events S 3 (8, 23, 32, 33) , q(f) of R-X mode emission smoothly rises from 60 ± 25°at 800 kHz to 85°±15°at 30 kHz, where the uncertainty on q is dominated by the scatter of data points. Figure S4E shows an alternative representation of q( f) in the time-frequency plane. This systematic change from perpendicular to oblique emission with increasing frequency is most likely due to refraction of R-X mode waves on the nearby iso-f X surface, where f X~fce is the R-X mode cutoff frequency (8), as proposed for auroral radio emissions of Earth and Jupiter (34, 35) . In this case, the apparent R-X mode beaming angle should vary as a function of the k-vector direction projected in a plane perpendicular to B, with the strongest refraction expected for wave propagation toward the Lamy 
, assuming perpendicular emission. (D) Characteristic frequencies comparing f SKR (solid black line), f ce , and f ce /10 (dashed black lines) and the electron plasma frequency f pe as directly derived from RPWS Langmuir probe 32-s measurements (gray profile) together with a lower limit f pe min estimated from the auroral hiss upper frequency cutoff measured with RPWS-MFR 64-s measurements (2) (red profile). (E) Magnetic azimuthal component Bϕ, as from 1-min averaged MAG measurements in spherical coordinates. The green-shaded area marks a region of positive slope, indicative of an upward-directed current region. The SKR source region starts at the beginning of the upward current region and ends before Cassini exits it, when f pe suddenly rises above f ce /10. equator. L-O mode SKR was also observed, over an extended spectral range of 30 to 100 kHz, with q(f) remaining confined above 75°and with a lower scattering than the R-X mode. The L-O mode cutoff frequency f O is f pe , which was in this case much lower than f ce (Figs. 1 and 2D ), so no similar refraction on the iso-f O surface is expected. This interpretation implies that q(f) measures the apparent (real) beaming angle of SKR R-X (L-O) mode affected (unaffected) by refraction close to the source. Although they differ at high frequencies, both remote observations of R-X and L-O mode q(f) indicate quasi-perpendicular emission at 30 kHz, toward frequencies where the local radio sources have been sampled. A second method provides a direct measurement of the wave emission angle within the source from its polarization state. For perpendicular cyclotron emission, the polarization ellipse axial ratio AR ¼ ðT À LÞ=V , where T ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
are the total and linear polarization degrees (31) , can be approximated to first order as cos q (36). Figures 1 and 2B and fig. S4 , A to D, show that the emission is strongly linearly polarized at the source, as observed during the southern event of 2008-291. Measurement of the mean AR in each SKR source of the three events S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 , restricting to the two HFR frequencies encompassing f ce with standard data selection (identical to that used in Fig. 5C , discussed below), gives AR = −0.02 ± 0.26, 0.06 ± 0.28, and −0.05 ± 0.15, which results in q = 91 ± 16°, 86 ± 17°, and 93 ± 9°, respectively, all consistent with perpendicular emission.
The measured values of f SKR can therefore be safely inverted to derive kinetic energies of CMIunstable electrons (Figs. 1C and 2C, fig. S2C , and Table 1 ). On average, f SKR reached a level of −2% from f ce with a minimum value of −3.5%. The corresponding electron energies spanned the 1-to 17-keV range, with mean values between 6 and 12 keV depending on the event and a standard deviation of 3 to 4 keV, larger than the 2-keV uncertainty arising from the f SKR measurements. No correlation is found between the obtained electron energies and the observed wave intensities, measured between a few 0.01 and a few mV m −1 .
Auroral plasma conditions
We now investigate the auroral plasma conditions to assess the validity of CMI condition (ii). Figures 1D and 2D compare the characteristic frequencies f SKR , f ce , and f pe . f pe was derived from Langmuir probe (LP) 32-s measurements and compared to the upper frequency cutoff of auroral hiss derived independently from the RPWS-MFR (medium frequency receiver) 64-s measurements. The LP measures the total electrical current carried by the ambient plasma from voltage sweeps, from which the local electron density N and thus f pe are derived (2) . The voltage sweep resolution leads to a typical uncertainty on f pe of less than a factor of 2. Auroral hiss is radiated upward from below the spacecraft and propagating beneath f pe , so that its upper frequency cutoff, when marking a sharp transition, is a proxy of f pe when f pe < f ce . The observed hiss emissions were generally damped and exhibited a smoothed cutoff, so we interpret the fitted frequencies as a lower limit on f pe , labeled f pe min . In Figs. 1D and 2D , the f pe min profiles were close to, and generally below, the LP-derived f pe profiles. For event S 1 (Fig. 1D) , f pe /f ce was about 0.03 across the whole source region, which ended when the value of f pe suddenly rose by a factor of 4 at 15:18 UT (and f pe min by a factor of 13 at 15:20 UT), exceeding the f ce /10 threshold for CMI condition (ii). For event S 3 (Fig. 2D) , a similar density gradient was observed in both datasets. The hiss cutoff frequency f pe min rose by a factor of 5 at 09:04 UT, again shortly after exiting the SKR source region at 09:00 UT. The LPderived f pe , determined at a higher time resolution, reveals more complex variability: Although f pe rose by a factor of 4 at 08:42, it then showed large-scale fluctuations of a factor of~3 (~2) up to (after) 09:00 UT. The SKR subsources (sampled at a better cadence) match the local minima of f pe , suggesting that small-sized radio sources were colocated with local density cavities. Similar results were observed during event S 2 ( fig S2D) , despite lower time-resolution measurements of f pe . Figures 1E and 2E and fig. S2E show the azimuthal component of the magnetic field measured from 1-min averaged MAG data. They indicate upward currents in intervals dominated by a positive slope. Each SKR source region started at (but ended before) the beginning (end) of the upward current region. The upward current density was estimated to be 106, 171, and 157 nA m −2 for events S 1 , S 2 , and S 3 , respectively, well above the average of 80 nA m −2 derived from all the ringgrazing northern upward current regions (37) .
Additional information on the correspondence between auroral emissions and upward currents is apparent in Fig. 5 , which maps the spatial distribution of SKR sources during event S 3 , along with the northern UV aurorae simultaneously observed by HST (29) on 2017-066 (17 March) over 15:27-16:21 UT (corrected for the light travel time). Figure 5A displays the distribution of SKR emissions observed over the same time interval as in Fig. 1 , as seen from Cassini. As expected for cyclotron emission, SKR lower-(higher-) frequency sources are observed at larger (closer) distances from the planet. Figure  5B 5D illustrates that SKR sources are colocated with the UV auroral oval (see fig. S5 for a superimposition of both panels). This correspondence is visible both on the dawn-side sector, where the UV oval is thin and well defined between 06:00 and 12:00 LT from +72°to +75°latitudes, and on the dusk-side sector, where the UV aurorae are more spread in latitude between 14:00 and 23:00 LT and include a poleward arc beyond +80°between 14:00 and 18:00 LT. The Cassini footprint trajectory is displayed by the gray arrow in Fig. 5 , B to D, over the 13:00-17:00 UT interval. Its colored portions indicate the upward current region and the SKR source region identified in Fig. 1 . The upward current layer matches the main UV auroral oval in size, while the SKR source was traversed along a smaller, poleward, portion of it. This can be better seen in Fig. 5C , which is similar to radiated near f ce (2) . Again, the footprints of R-X mode located sources map to the Cassini trajectory and only to the inward portion of the main oval and associated upward current layer.
Implications for the generation of Saturn's auroral radio emissions
We now discuss the average properties of SKR LF emissions as a whole, in the CMI frame. The identification of only three SKR sources in the dawn-side sector and none in the dusk-side sector brings a direct in situ confirmation to the LT dependence of SKR spectrum (here studied during quiet solar wind conditions), with lowest frequencies at dawn (16, 24) . The small number of radio sources identified along orbits with very similar trajectories and their limited extent additionally indicate time-variable generation conditions. In all three cases, the sampled R-X mode emission was found to be amplified nearly perpendicularly to the local magnetic field, with emission frequency clearly below f ce supplied by CMI-unstable electrons of 6-to 12-keV mean energies. Direct perpendicular emission through CMI requires specific shell-type distribution functions of the accelerated electrons in the velocity plane, such as those already measured for the two southern SKR sources crossed in 2008 (9, 13) . The situation at Saturn thus directly compares to the terrestrial case, where AKR sources are commonly found to be associated with trapped, shell or horseshoe, or ring distributions (3, 38, 39) . It differs from the situation at Jupiter, which just started to be investigated in situ by the Juno spacecraft, where the hectometer and decameter radio emissions instead appear to be produced at oblique angles from the local magnetic field by loss cone electron distribution functions (40, 41) . The presence of 6-to 12-keV electron beams with such distribution functions at 3.5 to 4.5 R S distances from Saturn's center, or equivalently 2.8 to 3.7 R S above the atmosphere along flux tubes ( Table 1) , implies that at least part of the acceleration by upward currents occurred farther along the field lines, which constrains models of current-voltage relationships (42) .
The general agreement with the CMI mechanism relies on fulfilling both CMI conditions. The three SKR sources encountered by Cassini matched upward currents with current densities larger than the average (37), consistent with an acceleration region extending to higher altitudes and thus satisfying CMI condition (i). Then, while the spacecraft entered the northern SKR source region when it encountered an upward current region, it exited it when f pe suddenly rose, exceeding the typical f ce /10 threshold. After exiting the source, the spacecraft remained for some time inside the upward current region, which matches the main UV oval across the Cassini trajectory. This suggests that at 3.5 to 4.5 R S distances, SKR emission is primarily controlled by the electron plasma density N through CMI condition (ii), which quenches the radiation when f pe /f ce typically exceeds 0.1. According to the Knight relationship (43) and assuming a constant current density, larger N is also expected to decrease electron acceleration and weaken CMI condition (i). Figure 6 shows radio, plasma, and magnetic measurements for three successive, quasi-identical, passes of the spacecraft into the northern dawnside auroral region. Figure 6 , D to F, correspond to event S 3 (orbit 264), while Fig. 6 , A to C and G to I, correspond to the previous (orbit 263) and the following (orbit 265) auroral passes. The spacecraft did not fly across any local SKR source during orbits 263 and 265, while it encountered regions of upward current in both cases with current densities of 29 and 108 nA m . On orbit 265, the SKR intensity was relatively high and its spectrum reached frequencies as low as 20 kHz, while the upward current density was as strong as that of orbit 264. Instead, on orbit 263, SKR was comparatively faint, with a spectrum confined to higher frequencies and a lower upward current density. This suggests that CMI condition (i), which requires unstable electrons at 3.6 R S , was at least satisfied for orbit 265. For both intervals, however, f pe was systematically larger than f ce /10 within the upward current region, in contrast with orbit 264 (event S 3 ), indicating that the mean level of N over hours-long intervals strongly varies with time from pass to pass. These results thus indicate that CMI condition (ii) was not fulfilled for orbits 263 and 265 and likely quenched SKR LF emission during orbit 265.
The origin of time-variable magnetospheric plasma densities at the altitude of LF SKR sources has now to be elucidated. The asymmetrical plasmapause-like boundary, a transition from high to low plasma densities with increasing latitudes that rotates at the northern SKR period, is a plausible source for time-variable N (44). On a shorter time scale, Fig. 1 does not display any Earth-like plasma cavity, as already noticed for the 2008-291 southern event (4). However, Fig. 2  (and possibly fig. S2 ) shows small-sized, recurrent, drops of f pe colocated with SKR sources for event S 1 (and S 2 ). This suggests that acceleration features could coincide with localized radio sources, as at Earth. Definite conclusions, however, rely on knowing whether the plasma region was dominated by hot electrons (such as on day 2008-291) or could have included a cold plasma component sensitive to local potential drops and able to map plasma cavities. As the CAPS experiment was not operating during these orbits, these issues remain unresolved.
Finally, the very narrow-banded nature of SKR sources, particularly obvious during event S 1 (Fig. 3B ), is consistent with either a nonsaturated linear wave growth, as predicted by the CMI theory and measured in laboratory [e.g., (45) ], or with saturation by coherent nonlinear trapping, previously assumed in models of the SKR spectrum (46) . However, the emission levels may be too low to reach saturation, and the observed wave intensities ( Fig. 1, A, D , and E, covering the interval 2017-066 from 13:00 to 17:00 UT encompassing a SKR source crossing (orange-shaded region). (A to C) and (G to I) Same as (D) to (F) but for the intervals 2017-059 09:00-13:00 UT and 2017-073 17:00-21:00 UT (i.e., the orbit before and after), respectively. No SKR source was detected during these intervals, for which f pe was always larger than f ce /10.
